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Midd~e

A STUDY OF POPE' S
COMPARISON
-

SATIR_~CAL

METHOD I"iI TH SOME

\ ITH THAT OF HORACE.

- -- - - - -

It may be advisable, before entering upon our
discussion, to preface a few words by way of introduction
and explanation.

"Satire", according to the definition

of Heinsius , which has been accepted as the best by Alden,
Schelling, Dryden and others, "is a kind of poetry, without
a series of action, invented for the purpose of purging
our minds; i~hioh human vices, ignorance and errors, and
all things besides, which are produced from them in every
man, are severely reprehended; partly dramatically, partly
simply, and sometimes in both kinds of speaking, but for the
most part figuratively and occultly; consisting in a low,
familiar way, chiefly in a sharp and pungent manner of
speech; but partly also in a facetious and Civil way of
jesting, by which either hatred, laughter or indignation
is moved."

This definition, since it considers the form

as well as the spirit of satire, may with some limitations
be taken as a definition of formal satire, as it existed
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in Rome and as it developed in England before the eighteenth
century.
But satire is also at times a mode as well as a
form, and "as a mode it- is pre s ent in practically all
literature, verse, drama, prose fiction and the essayTT.*
And consequently it is a.lmost inevitable that confusion
should arise in the use of the word "satire" in specifio
instances.

To be sure. when we are considering Pope's

satires we have to do with formal satire.
sion is inherent.

But the confu-

Formal satire. although a term restricted

to a certain kind of literary production, is the more inclusive term.

Besides "satire as a mode", which is after

all the kernel of formal satire , it embraces a great many
elements, which are far from being in themselves satiric.
Such, for example, are the biographical traits, which are
characteristic of Pope. Horace and Boileau. the dramatio
character, seen in Horace, Pope and even in Juvenal, the
. easy. conversational style, etc.

The early Latin signifi-

cance of the word "satire" , a hotohpotch, is suggestive
as regards the elements that are brought together in formal satire .

And considering that the purpose of formal

* Schelling, English Literature during the Lifetime of
Shakespeare, p. Z16 .
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satire , the Latin as well as for example Pope's, was as
much to entertain and amuse as to reform and instruct,
these elements are all proper and legitimate.
In our present discussiOn, however, we are concerning ourselves not so much with satire as a form as
with satire a s a mode of pointing rebuke.

And our im-

mediate purpose with Pope is to find out, if possible,
some of the means he uses in order to attain his effect .
The discussion is based chiefly on the Moral Essays, only
occasional references being made to his other writings,
such as the "Rape of the Lock" and the "Dunciad TT etc.
The comparisons with Horace are by no means intended to
be thorough and exhaustive , but they may suggest some of
the things that are distinctively Pope's .

This, it is

hoped, may throw some light on Pope's relation to Latin
classical

satire.~

The first section, on the materials in

Pope and Horace , is valuable on1e in so far as it gives
an idea of the scope of the two writers.

*

- - - --- - The Deve10 )ment of Verse

-- ---------

atire in England under Classical

Influence up to the time of Dryden has been treated by Alden
(1899), ~hi1e Native English Satire before the Renaissance
haD been treated by Tucker (1908).
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I.

As Pope's

admirers seek to exalt him above all

others as a satirist, so hio detractors wish to degrade
him to a position of a mere slavish imitator of his Latin
predecessor, Horace .

"Pope's Satires, Epistles or Imita-

tions of Horace are", says W. H. 1.'l illiams, * lias far as matter
is conce r ned, among the most unsatisfactory of ohio writings.
h,

They are neither one thing nor another, neiter

flesh, fowl,

nor good red herring, neither Pope nor Horace, English
nor Roman , original nor translation

ll •

Johnson in the account

of Pope in his flLives of the Poetsfl has a remark to the
same effect: "Between Roman images and Englioh manners
there will be an irreconcilable dissimilitude, and the
work will be generally uncouth and parti-coloured, nei.ther
oii ginal nor translation, neither ancient nor modern."
This view of the matter lays too much stress on
the satires and moral essays as strict imitations of the
satire s of Horace.

'"

.

There is, as both Dr . Johnson and

'. H. Vi illiams, 'Pope and Horace', Temple Bar, 115: 87 -97.
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Yi . H. '''.'illiams point out, too great a difference between

the flower of the Roman civilization and the flower of the
eighteenth century civilization in England for anyone to
attempt a very minute imitation, one that does not deviate
ta all.

Johnson himself was as imitative in his "London"

as ?ope ever was .
th~

Such an attempt would have resulted in
things
introduction of many~oreign to the age of Pope,

which would have greatly diminished the vitality of his
satire.

lluch of the satire would consequently have lost

point and have been out of place.

And it is not to be

supposed that one, who has of all English satirists without question secured the greatest satiric effect, could have
written without pOint.

The fact is that Pope has unquestion-

ably succeeded in satirizing his gae, and if it is done
in the 'Horatian style', a borrowed, foreign style, with which
everyone, however, was familiar, he thereby achieves only
a greater ' comic eff ect, just as he achieved great comic
effect by using the mock heroic style in ITThe Rape of the
Lock.

Tt

It is not our purpose to concern pourselves
with ins tances of imperfect adaptations, 'strained applications, inconcistencies, inaccuracies and misinterpretationz' of the Horatian original, whiCh are after all,as
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far a s the real value of Pope and Horaoe is oonoerned,
only of a seoondary importance, but it will be the first
task to oonsider how far the materials, whioh oonstitute
the objeots of attaok in Pope and Horaoe, correspond.
This will not only give us an idea of the soope of the
two writers, but also to a oertain extent their background.
We can then readily oonolude whether Pope was, or could ha
have been, slavishly imitative.*
The two vioes, whioh Roraoe satirizes more than
any other, are avarioe and prodigality; the miser or the
userer and the prodigal spendthrift are the oommonest
types.

The fire.t satire of Book I deals exolusively with,

disoontent, whioh is at the bottom of both extremes,
avarioe and prodigality.

Tantalus is the symbol of unsa-

tiated, raging thirst, the type of man vlho "athirst gasps
for the running stream that mooks his lips.**

*

The slave

As regards the justdoe of ]:Jope's attaoks see Courthppe's

notes and introduotions to the Satires in Elwin's edition.
These passages are quoted from the translation of
R. M. Rovenden.
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of greed and Unmidus are types of the miser who
fl--measured out his treasures by the foot;
So mean; he went apparelled like a slave,
And saw starvation stare him in the face
To his last hour."
These examples are rather types than individuals, and are
merely introduced to illustrate a general theme.

The se-

cond satire of the first book again treats of the miser,
here in direct contrast to the rake typified in Tigellius,
whose death directly occasioned the satire.

Under various

disguises avarice becomes the object of attack in many of
Horace's satires.

'Greed, meanness and evil haunts' are

attacked in the Sixth satire of Book I, the subject of
which is the Freed-man's son, himself) who cannot be accused of the above vices, as can the 'lubber sons of great
centurians';

sordidness of living is ridiculed in Book II,

satire 2, where Avidienus is introduced as the type of
man who
Hunches dry cornels, olives five years old,
,iashing them dOJm with wine to verjuice turn' d;
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And though with toga scour'd he celebrate
A marriage feast, a birthday or the like,
Drops with- his own hands on his cabbages,
Out of the kitchen horn. to your disgust,
:&'oul smelling oil, nor spares his vinegar."
Navius is ridiculed as "letting his servants hand greasy
waters to his guests ll •

Again in the first satire of Book

I the sordid saving and money-making, indulged in by the
middle class particularly. is satirized.
Turning to Pope,

we find the miser satirized in

the essay nOn the Knowledge and Characters of Men" in the
persons of Shylock and old Euclio (the refer:ence being
to certain members of parliament), and in the first essay
on Riches he comes in again for his share of the ridicule
under various names, lard. Chartres, Waters, who were all
vicious and infamous characters of the period, Colehopper,
Hio Grace (i.e. the Duke of Bedford), Uxorio, Turner,
\. harton, Hopkins, Jophet, Shylock and Cotta*, while Pope
ironically absolves the rich and miserly from the care of
the poor, whom we should rather entrust to the care of

~ All but the last of these represent actual persons.
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providence.
The subjeot of avarioe is rarely introduoed unless
in direct antithesis to the opposite vice, prodigality .
It is perhaps beoause these two vices are of such a direotly oPPosite nature that they are so amenable to satirio treatment.

In the seoond satire of the first book

of Horaoe Tigellius, who is the objeot of the satire, is
desoribed as a speoial favorite with the Bohemians of
both sexes on aooount of his lavish prodigality.

In oon-

trast to the sordid living of Avidienus in the second
satire of Book II Horace satirizes very admirably the
extravagance of luxurious living, whioh seemes to be an
ever-present pitfall for Romans at all times:
11

'"' an I persuade you when a peacock's served

Not to prefer it to the guinea-fowl?
No, for the rare bird bears a higher price
And shows a gaudy tail.

Uhat use in that?

You oannot eat the feathers you admire,
~d

all his splendors vanish when he's oook'd;

Yet this flesh to the other you prefer,
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And let your fancy fool your palate thus.
What faculty enables you to tell
A jack-pike taken at the Tiber's mouth
From one between the bridges caught?"
In the fourth satire of Book II he satirizes the Roman
epicure and ridicules the importance attached to the
precepts of good cooking, introducing the (for comic
effect) unexcelled picture of Catius·. who dilates with
much unction on the art and precepts of oookery.
introduces this same
moral essay.

Pope

Catius very breifly in his first

I n his description of the banquet of Nasi-

dienus (Bk. II, satire eight). the burlesque of whioh reminds us somewhat of the famous banquet scene in Smo11ett's
"Peregrine

ick1e". Horace again lashes the epicure in the

burlesque figure of Nasidienus himself, and the vulgar
ostentation. extravagance and meanness of thos whom
rapid change in revolutionary times had raised to wealth
and affluence.

In satire five of Book II the fortue-

hunter. partaking both of the nature, the meanness and

*

Compare the character of Syrus in Terence: Adelphi.
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rapaoiousness of the miser though veiling it, and at the same
time of the lavish ostentation of the spendthrift, and the
flattery of the hypocrite, is exposed with great bitterness as an example of downright baseness.
Pope in his two essays on the "Use of Riohes ll
directs no small part of his satire against prodigality
and extravaganoe.

He exposes the bribery which wealth at

times occasions, and satirizes those who use their wealth
to buy kingdoms and empires.

The South Sea Bubble is men-

tioned as a case of financial extravaganoe undertaken by
those who planned to enrich themselves in a hurry.

After

treating of the miserly class he naturally. introduoes the
spendthrif~whom

he for the sake of contrast makes the son

of a miserly father, and who spends a fortune either at
the gaming table or on mistresses, and finally dies in want
because of an obdurate pride which forbids him to earn
an honest living.

Cotta's son is pictured as a bankrupt,

pleading his cause in the courts, while Pope with ironic
compassion has the 'thankless oountry' turn him over to
be dealt with aocording to her laws.

In the second of these

essays Pope shows how people of wealth led on by the vanity of
expense and ostentation will squander great fortunes in
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architecture, gardening etc.

oor Narcissa is desoribed in

one of the dramatic scenes at the close of the first es s ay
as dying with the wish to be dressed in 'oharming chintz
and Brussels lace'.
But avarice and prodigality do not include all
of Horace's and by no means all of Pope's satiric material.
Horace satirizes in the gently ironic and whimsical vein
of Charles Lamb the petty troubles of a town-existenoe,
its endless interruptions as a result of having one's friends
and neighbors too near to one's own home and of the constant increase in the number of friends without one's own
consent, the idle gOS Siping, the tittle-tattle from a neighbor's house, the trivial topics of conversation; and he ooncludes, in his usual desire for oontrast, by extolling the
virtues of the country and by relating the story of the
town and countty mice (satire six of Bk. II ) .

This reminds

us of those passages in the Prologue and Epilogue of Pope,
in which he professes a love for the quiet country life,
where he is free to roam where and when he wishes without
being troubled by vexatious flatterers.

Horace' again

mocks the hurry and stir of court life in the sixth satire
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of Book I.

In a somewhat sterner spirit he chastizes those

who utter uncharitable judgments against their friends
(Bk. I, satire 3).

In the seventh aatire of the second

book he describes the inconsistenoies of p&ople of the
upper class:
"Priscus, one day three-ringed, bare-handed goes
The next, and shifts his badge from hour to hour;
Now grandly housed, now in some ~out abode,
Of which a decent freed-man was ashamed.
A libertine in Rome, in Greece a sage,
Doomed by Vertummus to inoonstancy."
and again in the third satire of Book I:
TfEccentric always: swiftly now be ran
As for his life, no~ he paced like Juno's priest
In solemn state.

One day he had ten slaves,

The next two-hundred, grandly now he talked
Of kings and tetrarchs, then of simple fare,
A shell of salt, a oloak however coarce
That might suffioe to fend him from the cold.
Yet if you gave a million to this man
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Of simple wamts and habits, in five days
.'

His chest were empty."
The eccentricities and inconsistensies of
character such as these are muoh more abundant in Pope
than in Horace.

It seems strange that woman, the most

inconsistent of human beings supposedly, should have
been mentioned by Horace only onoe, namely in the eighth
satire of Book I, in whioh he ridicules Canidia of the
Epodes and the type of woman to whioh she belongs.

Pope

following the example of Juvenal and Boileau, writes an
entiree satire on the character of women, in which he
satirizes the chameleon changes of women's minds.

He points

out instanoes of contrarieties in the affected, those women who are most strongly marked and seemingly therefore
the most consistent, suoh as Rufa, "whose quick eye attracts each light gey meteor of the park ll , while at other
times studying Locke, or Sappho, who, though "at her toilet's greasy task", may later appear "fragrant at an evening
mask ". C
t · ti es in the soft-hearted are ridiculed:
on rar~e
Si11a, who is "the frail one's advocate, ' the weak one's
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friend" , but who storms and raves because someone has observed a !1pimple on he . . nose".

Narcissa is represented

as a woman who does everything because it is her whim:
she "paid a tradesman once to make him stare, gave alms
at Easter , in a Christian trim, and made a widow bappy,
for a whim".

The artful and cunning, who !l can awe with-

out virtue, without beauty charm", are like "variegated
tulips".

The lewd and vicious are thus described:

"See Sin in state, majestically drunk,
Proud as a peeress, prouder as a punk,
Chaste to her husband, frank to all mankind,
A teeming mistress, but a barren bride. t1
The witty and refined women, who pretend to learning and
knowledge, are exposed; such an one is Flavia, who has
"too much sense to pray", and asks blessings of the stars
instead of asking them of God, who speaks of death as
"that sweet oTliate
of the soul"-, or Simo's mate , both
r
meekand obstinate , who "owns her fault but never mends ,
because she's honest and the best of friends"-, or the
woman !lwho laughs at hell, but cries 'Ah, how charming if
there's no such place ll ; or such as are forever engaged in
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killing "those foes to fair ones, time and thot " .

The

character:s of Atossa ahd Chloe, incluQed in this essay,
are also of the same nature, only the satire here is sharper
and more penetrating, beoause Pope is here portraying
actual persons, whom he kne w.

These sketches, of which

there are many others in Pope, will be considered more at
length later on.

In his "Essay on the Characters of Men"

Pope ridicules the practice of lying for the sake of policy and of telling the truth for the purposes of deception, Which is practiced by cunning men, while he satirizes
those Who fl when fortune frowns, plunge into business, or
shave the ir crowns " .

He makes the scarcity of virtue in

high life the object of very keen satire.

The first

es say concludes with a suooession of several dramatic scenes,
in Which

h~~pose6

gluttony, ambition, passion for the

sex, extreme frugality, love of pomp, dress and appearanoe,
and aff ected humbleness.
Both satirists indulge fre quently 'in more or less
abstract philosophical speculation., Horace makes fun of
some of the practices of the Stoics and Epicurians, as
Pope casts reflections on the philosophical system of
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La Rochefoucald in his essay "On the Characters o~ Menn •
Horace sometimes discusses philosophical problems seriously, as when he sets forth the doctrine that a man of noble
birth is as much a slave as his servant, unless he is master of himself (Bk. II, satire 7), or when he teaches tpat
the

~ ise

man alone is free, and all others mad (Bk. II,

satire 3).

He scoffs at popular beliefs (Bk. I, satire 8), •

satirizes the popular music masters, the critics and p.oet-.
a s ters (Bk . I, satire 10), and teaches the

wort~ssness

-.

.

of the cla.ims of birth, while he defends himself (Bk. I, '
satire 6), as Pope defends himself against the charge'S

•

•

and sneers brought against him on accoun:tof his obscure'
birth.

Horace even distinguishes

bet~een

self-assertion
.
1
•
and self-respect (Bk. I ,satire 9) , although here the,

subject is so dramatically treated that we -think it primarily a take-off on the parasite, the flatterer, the bore,
with which we might compare Pope's very vivd and effeotive
treatment of flatterers, parasites etc in the Prologue.
Pope is ever making a great show of his philosophy.

He

begins his essay nOn the Characters of Men" by setting

forth in a half cynical vein the impossibility of any
attempt whatever to clas sify human nature, and ridicules
in mock heroic those who attempt such a classification
according to types: "But sage historian!
have one action; one, heroic love."

'Tis yours to

But this is only

for the purpose of preparing the way) after the manner of
all philosophers, for his own theory of the ruling passion
at the close of the essay.

The subject of the ruling

passion he again introduoes in the second essay where he
olaims that women have two passions: the love of power
and the desire for pleasure.

In the third essay "On the

Use of Riches" he lays down rules of good taste: good
taste is good sense, and in the same essay claims that
Providence is justified in giving wealth to be squandered
in the manner he has described, sinoe it is thus dispersed
to and shared with the poor and laborious part of mankind.
This exhausts practically all of Horace's satiric material but leaves us a

consider~ble

bulk of Pope'

to consider • . Pope's satires are full of political allusions,
sometimes of a general character, but quite as often containing a very definite implication.

In the first essay
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he satirizes such men as Philip V of Spain and Victor
Amadeus II, King of Sardinia, men who resigned their
crQWUS and later attempted to recover them.

He lashes

flattery, "especially in a queen", whereby he not only
strikes at flattery but also at Queen Caroline, of whom
he disapproved.

He satirizes members of parliament under

various names, such as Umbra, Euclio etc., and oontrasts
the professions of men before an election to parliament
with their conduct after their election.
that Horace rarely refers to bribery*.

It seems strange
Pope among the

evils and miseries occasioned by an abundance of wealth
mentions money as bribing senates and betraying lands.
This is not only lashing bribery but also Robert Walpole
because of the corrupt methods he used to maintain his
influence in parliament.

He takes a rap at the Duke of

Marlborough for receiving an annual bribe from the contractors of bread for the army to prolong the war against
the
Louis XIV. Besides this",court furnishes him with instances
of corruption and bribery.

Paper money, which had lately

come into use, and the system of credit are ridiculed
because they make dishonesty easier.

In the same essay

* Bribery is mentioned in the third Ode of Horace, 11. 9-16.
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he ridicules the

of sovereigns of setting up clai-

mants for each other's thrones, and explodes at great
.length the South Sea Bubble.
False taste is only briefly mentioned in Horace
in reference to the fashionable craze for pictures and
other works of art; it becomes the object of attaok in
the greater part of Pope's second essay "On the Use of Riches".
Horace did satirize the vulgar ostentation and extravagance
of upstarts, but Pope goes so far as to lay down the
principle that the foundation of good taste is good sense,
which he then instances in architecture and gardening.

He

describes the false taste of magnificence, "the error of
which is to imagine that greatness consists in the size
and dimension instead of in the proportion and harmony of
the whole, and in joining together parts inooherent or
too minutely resembling or in the repetition of the same
too frequently".*

The charaoter of Timon, which makes

up a considerable part of this essay, is an example of
thoughtless ostentation.

False taste in books, in musiC,

- - - - - -+- * Cf. Argument to ~pistle IV.
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in painting, even in preaohing, prayer and entertainment,
is exposed.
Summing up then,*

we find that Horace directed

his satire against social foibles, such as vanity and
folly, meanness and baseness, avarice and sordidness,
pedantry and pretention, the luxurious indulgence of the
age, its passion of love, its love of pleasure, superstitionand fashionable craze for pictures, - in other words,
morals and manners and the eccentricities of character,
with occasional philosophical excursions.

We find that

Fope too attacked these things, but he lashed the sinner
rather than the vice.
minor differences.

Within this sphere there are only

Horace devotes more energy than Fope

tq ridiculing the luxury of the table among the rich and
* It is to be observed that satires four, five and seven of
the first book of Horace and the first satire of the second
book have been omitted from conSideration.

Of these the

second gives a narrative of a journey from Rome to Brundisium, and is not strictly satiric (i.e. in the restricted
sense, with which we are primarily concerned), with the
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wealthy, a form of indulgenoe in later times prevalent in
Rome, while Pope treats more at length of the false taste
of his age.
material~

These represent the oonventional satirioal

whioh we find more or less in all satirists.*

Consequently the agreement

bet~een

Pope and Horaoe is not

to be wondered in this oase, nor oharged against Pope.
cchelling in a chapter on satire says, TTAlthough the satire of any given age must commonly be read with notes in
the next, as the conditions on whioh its allusions are
based have lapsed into the half-forgotten past, its elements
are remarkably oonstant and its subject matter changes
very little from age to age."··

- ---- - ----- - - - - - -- - - - - - exception of a few caustio remarks on persons met on the way;
the third represents a oontest of wit between a sourrilous
Italian and a half-bred Greek and is more in the broad
burlesque fashion of Aristophanes than satirio; the first
and last (as well as the sixth and tenth satires of Book I)
are apologetio in tone, oontaining Horaoe's defenoe of
his use of satire against his oritios.
* For an analysis of the material in Lodge, Hall, Marston
See Alden: Rise of Formal Satire in England.
** Sohelling, History of English Literature during the
tifetime of Shakespeare, oh. XVII: Elizabethan Satire.
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But Pope is not limited to this field alone.
It is to be observed that he makes much more of personal
eccentricities, inoonsistencies of character than Horace
does.

There is hardly anything in Horece*

pared with the sketches in Pope.

to be com-

These sketches, all of

whioh were piotures of living persons, did not always
illustrate a single theme, as was characteristic in Horace,
and were often, as we shall see later, written before they
appeared in the essays.

Because his sketobes were aotual

portraits Pope was able to give them a greater variety of
coloring.

Ideal thinking and creation as more the field

of Horace than of Pope.** We shall have more to say about
these portraits when we come to consider Pope's method of
oharacterization.
* Horace often makes allusions to real persons, but they
are, as Sellar pOints out, either notorious charaoters of
past ages or such living persons as are held in public
disrepute.
** Cf. this statement by L. Stephen: "Pope rightly aaumes
that man is his proper study; but by man he means not the
genus.

'Man' means Bolingbroke and ; alpole and Swift and

Curll and Theobald •• If

(

Liv. Age, vol. 119, p.

773~.
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Again ~ope satirizes oontemporary politios and
publio affairs. while Horace never meddles with such.
Pope generally posed as a non-partisan, but in face of the
politioal pOint of much of his satire, and his associations
with men of the type cf Swift and others, he must be looked
upon as an ardent. though publioly not an outspoken, Tory,
that is, a member of the opposition.

It is interesting to

note that he addressed his epistles to men in sympathy
with the Tory party.

Sir Riohard Temple, Lord Visoount

Cobham, to whom he addressed his first essay, joined the
opPosition against Walpole in 1731 or thereabouts, having
previously risen to some eminenoe under the Duke of Marlborough.

Allen, Lord Bathurst, waE one of the Tory peers

created in 1711, and steadily supported his party against
Valpole.

The fourth Epistle is addressed to Riohard

BOYle, Earl of Burlington, who joined the opposition in
1733.

Robert, Earl of Oxford, to whom is addressed the

fifth epistle, though not an out and out Tory, had at
least Suffered reverses at the hands of the Whig party.
It matters little that Lord Cobham and the Earl of Burlington
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had at one time been members of the Whig party.
were received the more
bad religion.

q~iokly

They

as the converts from a

Again, 811 through the satires we see

Pope's political attitude.

He hates Queen Caroline.

attacks Walpole's administration and the methods he used
to maintain his influence; he casts refleotionson the
Duke of Marlborough's part in prolonging the war in
France, and explodes the South Sea Bubble, which was primarily a Whig enterprise.

Courthope in his biography

says concerning Pope's epistle on the Use of Riches.
nparty spirit too entered into the estimate of the poem.
Walpole relied greatly on the support of the monied
intere st.

His own methods of parliamentary oorruption

made him look upon the soandals of the commercia.l world
with an indulgenoe that was blamed even by his friends.
Hence the Opposition was no doubt forward in declaring
that, in taking uo his parable against avarioe. the poet
Was satirizing the vices of the minister and the venality
of his supporters. n *

*

Courthope, Pope's Works. vol. V, p. 241.
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Pope was here acting in somewhat the same capacity as Swift was when he wrote his political pamphlets.
In fact the pamphleteer was a common person in the age.
Every man of letters sought alliance with some political
party, and staked his hopes of preferment on the success
of his party.

On the other hand each political party was

anxious to draw to its cause the support of literary men.
It was

a~s

much an order of the day for political parties

to have pamphleteers as it was in the middle ages for
kings to have heralds.

Pope, however, unlike the ordinary

pamphleteer, made his attacks under a mask and not openly.
Horace, we have seen, did not meddle with politics.
haps there

wa ~

Per-

little oc casion for him to do so: he was

not, like Pope, a member of the opposition, but enjoyed
the favor of the emperor's ministers.

And the party in

power is always the one that is subject to attacks, while
it rarely makes any; an arrangement which compensates in
a poetic fashion for the ill-fortunes of the opposition.
After this it is not hard to conclude whether
Pope was, or could have been, slavishly imitative.
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II.

It will now be our purpose to consider Bomerrhat closely the style of Pope in order to note some of
the particular means or mechanical devices he uses to
attain his effects .

Although the particular effect we

are mainly concerned with is the satiric, it may be necessury incidentally to consider the sources of all his
conic effects , since they are more or less involved and
frequently strengthen the satiric point .
Dryden writing before the ti:rne of Pope, in his
essay on Satire, considered verse satire as a s ecies of
heroic poetry, and Pope's Epistles are in a sense ' commentaries on the text' .

Although these two species of

poetry aim at opposite effects, the one being serious ,
sublime, the other merely masquerading in the serious
and sublime , they are nearly allied as far as externals
are concerned .

The mock heroic masquerades , it assumes

the garb of the heroic for humorous purposes , that is ,
it implies on the part of its author a perception of incongruities bet\7een matter as such and the interpreta•
tiona placed upon it . It is readily seen , then, how

f'
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t he mock heroic might be considered a species of the heroic, and ho\"! at the same time it is in full accord with
the spirit of satire, the art of ridicule .

It is only

necessa.ry to refer to the "Rape of the Lock lr and the
"Dunciad H to see how frequent this style of writing was
with Pope a.nd to see how effective he could make it .
The Horal Essays, however , are not consistently in this
spirit, although individual passages are, but certain
elements or tricks of style abound, which are primarily,
it seems, to be ascribed to the mock he oic method of
writing; such are the frequent use of descriptive adjectives and the practice of capitalization .
The epithet is characteristic of heroic poetry
and becomes the bow and shoulder- knot of the mock epic.
At times Pope merely cmploys the conventional, colorless
epithet, at other times -he appropriates it for satirical
purposes .

That is, he applies adjectives that are preg-

nant with meaning .

' Full-bloTI11 Buio' is sctirized in

the Prologue to the Satires (v . 232) .

The propriety of

applying the epithet ' full-blown' to Charles Honto.gue ,
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afterwards Earl of Halifax , becomes evident when we
learn that this nobleman glori :6. ec. in having VTorks dedicated to him . *

The epithet 'slashing', applied to

Bentley (Prolo eue 164), refers to
Bentley treated l!Ii lton in his

t~e

e~ition

manner in which
of that poet .

(Bentley had, moreover , criticized Pope ' s
the Iliad as "good verse , but not Homer" .)

*

tra~slation

of

In these

Courthope informs us (Works of Pope , Vol . III, p . 259,

note 1 and 2, p . 260 , note 6) that he was made

~uch

of by

Addison in his accolU1t of the Poets, by Steele in a dedication to the Spectator, by Tickell in a dedication to
his Homer .

Originally the satire referred to Bubb Dod-

ington , but the application is equally appropriate :
el tad dedicated a comedy to Dodington , and later on
one of his odes, and Theobald dedicated the Double Falsehood to him .
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and other similar instances*

the manner is that of com-

mendation , the matter anything but that .

The satire is

evident : it is praising a man for something everybod.y
would consider a fault or weakness .
But we can see an

eA~ention

ithet, coupled with a proper noun ,
pregnant with meaning .

of this usc .
beco~es

The ep-

an adjective

In some instances the satiric

sting is lacking in the epithets : some are a plicd in
mock praise

anu

admiration,

so~e i~

close imitatior- of

the classic examples, some in mock pity

*

a~d

some in a

Cf . further: Poor Cornus (ProlOGue 25) , Granville the

polite (ibid . 135) ,

l:no~in

lalsh (ibid . 1 6) ,

ell-

natured Garth (ibid . 137) , courtly Talbot (ib · d . IS7)
mitred Rochester , .... er.tle FamlY

(ibi~ . 1~7) ,

piddling

Tibbalds (ibid . 164) , prating Balbus (ibid . 276) , phantom

l~oore

(Dunciad 219) , sweet Celia, great Atossa, plain

Parson Hale , Old Cato ("On the Charactel·s of 'lomen") ,
unhappy .111arton , dying Hopkl.ns , old !ial'ses, modest
1 ne

Chart~eux,

great Villiers.

Cutler ( "On the Use of Riches') .

a e,

anton Shrewsbury, sage
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spirit of familiarity . *

The mock heroic, involving

more fancy and imagination , was Pope ' s earliest field .
His Satires were among the last of his Wl"itings, so that
it is easy to see how he may heve continued some of his
earlier 'practices in his' later worlm .
instance was not unnatural .

The change in this

The adjective, or epithet,

was somewhat neutral at first, it then became

~ignifi 

cant by referring to some particular event, fls is seen in
' slashing Bentley ' etc .

The perfection is reached when

the adjective becomes a quiver, so to speak, containing
the pOisoned arrow , the force of which is qualifying ,
and sometimes directly antithetical to that of the word
it modifies .

Examples are such phrases as : ' timid frien"T ,

' half- approving Wit ' ,T suspicious friend ' , ' timorous foe'
etc .

In view of the spirit in which Pope vrrites, the

adjectives in such phrases as Tfurious

foe~ ,

' damning

critic ' can hardly be taken at their face value .

There

is helf a suggestion that the critic, the foe , the wit

*

Of . "old Oato", "sweet Celia" etc . wi tIl such modern

expressions as "old fellow" , " old man" etc .
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are overdoing themselves in order to become damning ,
furious and half-approving .

iVe may also mention such

phrases as ' perjured prince ' and 'Godless regent r , although here the rebuke is direct .
Capitalization is usually accompanied by more or
less mockery .

The effect is that of materialization .

Virtue , Innocence, Fortune, Fashion, Lucre , Ambition,
Envy and Sense are made to parade before Olcr eyes sa

though they were no such things as abstract qualities .
The implication may be that these qualities have become
something more than abstract qualities, in fact, little
Gods .

Popers attitude throughout is that life is decid-

edly prosaic in its motives and main- springs of action,
while men talk of exalted ideals, noble thought etc .
This divergance Pope does not rebllire directly; he exposes it to ridicule by mockingly elevating

~hat

under-

lies the practice into the position of the sublime .
Again capitalization by personifying and mrurin

concrete

and personal creates a contrast between the infinite and
finite , between the abstract and concrete .

On the basis
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of this contrast some investigators explain a great
many laughable things . *

On the other hand it elevates the

trivial, the insignificant to the grand, the important
and sublime: vices, capitalized become virtues, and every one who can show a capital beginning is a God .

*

The theory of J . P . Richter and his followers is that

humor and the comic in general

impl~es

a perception of

the contrast between the finite and infinite , between
the concrete and abstract, between the particular and
general, between the common , ordinary and the sublime
etc .
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Epithet and capitalization* is not to be met
with in Horace to by any means the same extent .

Ho~ace

did not 'WTite in the mock heroic spirit , consequently
there was no room for him to use the epithet and capitalization .

His is a saner. less extravagant manner .

But the tendency to concreteness , to visual details is
characteristic of Horace as it is of Pope .

Satire, we

must remember, is essentially a prosaic exposition of
life .

*

Its methods are prosaic .

The earliest satire

It may be remarked here that Pope used every opportun-

ity to mimic the classic writers, adapting their phrases t
introducing details which

reminde~

of those in the class-

iest copying their characters etc .

This is particularly

evid.ent in t:i:le "Rape of the Lock" .

But it was all done

for the purpose of rid.icule .

Cf . L. Stephen's remark:

"Nobody has rid.iculed more happily the absurdities of
which we sometimen take him to be a representative .
The recipe for making an epic poem is a perfect burlesque
upon the pseudo-classicism of his time .
Pope as a

l~ralist,

Liv . AgO . Vol .

1~9,

(L . Stephen,
p . 777 . )
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dealt with common , ordincry subjects in a very conversational way .

Its pictures lore often homely , its im-

ages ruLd illustrations suggested the infinite and sublime
only by contrast .

Pope species of Lucullus "vrhen frugal-

ity could charm, roasting turnips in

D.

Sabine farm" ,

and of Chloe , "when she sees her friend in deep despair ,
observing hoVl much chintz eJ:ceeds mohair" , and of a
"saint in crape being twice a saint in la\lIl lf •

The im-

plicatior- in this , outside the present consideration ,
seems to be that the difference between the two saints
is not so much due to their character and personality as
to the ' crape r and f la;rm', an inversion which reminds
one of Oarlyle ' s philosophy of clothes .

But we cannot

help feeling there is some difference in the effect the
two satirists produce.

In spite of these hOQely details

Horace nevertheless gives the effect of a harmonious
whole, while in Pope these details strike us as strangely

o~t

of place and foreign to the rest of the matter .

Pope does not neek primarily for a well- harmonized
whole .

Saints , such very vague abstractions, are coupled

with crape and laml , which are concrete terms , in such
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a way as almost to imply that they belong together.

A

longer passage will illustrate this better. Observe this
from the second satire of Book I I of Horace:
"Avidienus
~o

whom his name, the dog, so aptly sticka,

l.lunches dry cornels, olives five years old,
Washing

the~ do\~

with wine to verju1ce turn rd;

And though with toga scourrd he celebrate
A

marriage .feast , a birthday and the like,..

Drops with his

O'ffil

ha.nds on his cabbages,

Out of the kitchen hor'1, to ;,rour disgust
Foul smelling oil, nor spares his vinegar ."
This , there can be no doubt, preSe"lte llil amusing picture, one which we should all call ridiculous .
With it now compare the following passage from the "Rape
of the Lock" :
"rfuether the nymph shall break Diana r a 10.\7
Or some frail china jar receive a flaw;
Or stain her honor or a new brocade ,
Forget her prayer or miss a masquerade ."
There is' a di -ference in the manner in which the two
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satirists manipulate their details .
after the other

ope~ate

towards the

Horace mal es one
s~e

effect; with

the exception of the mention of the marriage feast,
birthday and toga, everything is ridiculous .
a

There is

rO-dnal pilin' up of netails, which give:3 a certain

massiveness to the effect .
rollin~

The ball is started and lept

in one direction only .

Pope couples in the same

line saint and crape, ' purling stream' and 'painted mis tress' .

He speaJ:s of the great Anna sometimes t {ing

counsel and -- cometimes tea,
regul_r and -marton plain ,

d of comets "becoming

hen nature is

ell-knot7n" .

He speaks of Chloe, " hile her lover pants upon her breast
carving figures on an Indian 9hest. or

hen she sees her

riend in deep despair, obaer"ing hou much c intz exceeds mohair, and again of "wretches h
men may dine" .
not on

of

a see-:3cuin

It is very evident that Po e's m

£adually pi in • b t r t

in o. details .

that 'ur -

The

~

between t

e~

of's

d ichin

suIt is a mo e pOinted oontr ot,
0

significant and the insi

hi h and tho 10 , bet eon t e
icant

bet cen the serious

d the fr 'volous , bet een the important

d t e

ia
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portant, between the far auay and the

n~ar,

between the

exceptional, marvelous and the common, ordinary.

The

result is so many more of the comic explosions per minute.
Another very frequent source of comic effect in
Pope is the comparison, either implied or direct.

This

practice forms a conspicuous part of his catirical method, not so much

bec~use

of its direct satirical import,

although it may suggest a great many varieties of stings,
as because it illustrates so clearly Pope's satirical
turn of
gant .

here venturing sometimes into the extrava-

mi~d,

Comparisons in Pope are specific and often refer

to insignificant creatures of the animal kingdom, and
particularly to those that are the least harmful.

The

following instances will serve as illustrations:
1.

In Epistle' IV, verse 108, Timon is "a puny

insect shivering in a breeze".

The picture of this in-

sect, who builds his home as large as a town, makes his
• pond more like

0.:1

ocean, and the parterre a dOml, is to

,

suggest the utter insignificance of Timon and such as he.
2.

James Loore is introduced into the "Bathos"

as an example of fross in poetry: "one who can neither
walk nor fly, but can leap and bound to admiration, that
lives generally at the bottom of a ditch, but makes a
great noise whenever he thrusts his head above wate:r" . *
In the same satire Pope divided the geniuses in the Profound into their proper classes, under the names of animals of different kinds , as flying-fishes, swallows,
o triches, parrots, didappers, porpoises .

The flying-

fish, for example, was "to typify the writer who now and
then rises upon his fins, and flies out of the profound,
but his wings are soon dry, and he drops to the bottom" .
This is almost the most extravagant of Pope's comparisons.
3.

In the Prologue (89-90) Pope speaks thus of

his critics:
"Who shames a scribbler?

Break the cobweb through

He spins his slight, self-pleasing thread anew . "
Pope here commends their industry, whtle he suggests the
value of the results, ridiculing thus their pig-hendedness', which, he · means to imply, is instinctive.
4.

In the same essay he speaks of hi~ critics

as "word-catchers that live on syllables - commas and
points" .

*

This implies a similarity with the insect mode

Courthope, Works of Pope, Vol . V, p . 220 .
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of living; birds are worm-catchers etc .
5.

Again in the same essay (169 - 173) Pope

humorously gives us his estimate of these critics :
"Pretty !

in amber to observe the forms !

Of hairs , or straws , or dirt , or grub, or worms !
The things we know are neither rich nor rare,
But wonder how the devil they got there . "
This certainly ridicules:; it is like complimenting a
lady on her beautiful garden , in preDaring whi ch she has
had no hand , instead of admiring the one thing on which
she desires and
6.

expe~ts

your compliments , her beauty .

Pope constantly refers to his

cl~i tics

as

"creatures", either in the tone of mock pity, or in a
belittling tone; cf . "no creatures smart so little as a
fool" (Prologue 84) , "the creature ' s at his dirty work
again" (ibid . 92) , "01)liging creatul"es" (ibid . 119),
referring to those scribblers who soug.t by flattery and
attention to gain his favor . *

*

This line reminds us of the bore in the ninth satire

of the first book of Horace, but here we find no comparisons .
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7.

The whole character of Sporus in the prolocue,

the most loathsome of all of Pope's portraits , is one extended comparison, or rather '. a series of compa.risons.
Sporus is a "bug with gilded wings, white curd of c,ss's
milk , painted child. of dust" etc .
Most of these comparisons are made in reference
to Pope ' s critics, the class of beings for whom he had
the least respect .

The effect is belittling .

The im-

I

plic8cion involved in them is that such creatures are not
moral beings, but rather automatons .

Satire , we must re-

member , is in a way a moral estimate .

Pope wisned it to

ap~ear

that his critics were small persons, too insig-

nificant to be worthy of nO'cice or capable of doing any
harm .

It was part of his attitude to

it was of Swift's .

tl~e

human race, as

To the satirist no man is in so great

a danger of appearing ridiculous a.s . . .lhen he is pigheadedly intent upon a single object, particularly so if this
object be an insignificant one .

In a way the critics

appeared to Pope to be doing this .

And the most effect-

ive way to treat them was to refuse to take thorn so:oi-
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ously .

And so he pictured t her.] ac harmless creatures ,

t hough he was evidently annoyed by them ct times .

But

wh en a man refuses to be serious, he can afford to be extravagant , can draw

011

his fancy , paint in glaring colors ,

exaggerate and distort; seriousness is the only basis on
which people can with any certainty treat with one another .
Pope r s is a teasing method .
It is

furthe~

to be observed that these compar-

isons - those dealing with critics - are the closest approach in Pope to the satire of invective .

In the hands

of an inferior satirist they might have gone over into
the cheaper forms of direct ridicule .

Popers playful at-

titude saves him from being such an one , but it also prevents him from being effectIvely satirical .

Direct in-

vective is legitimate where it is backed up by a great
moral indignatjon and earnestness as in the Old Testament
prop:i1ets and in Juvenal .

Pope r s genius is not , however ,

in the invective, although invect "ve is chal'actcristic of
native Englj.sh satire , as of Pope r s immediate predecessors,
who foll owed Juvenal .

Betueen Pope and

here an interesting contrast .

Juven~l

there is

In his more serious por-
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traits , such as those of Atossa and Atticus , Pope is far
removed from the invective and comparisons of the kind we
have noticed .

We can again refer to Chestel·ton I s remark

that satire to become effective antl significant must reco'jnize its victims as worthy opponents .
But comparisons of a different nature are also to
be mentionec1 .

Hany are made in reference to woman .

the second essay (156)

WOr:lCl1

In

are chameleons , because of

their changing , unstable nature .

In lines 27- 28 of the

same essay they are liJ:e "morninG insects that in muck
begltn shine , buzz

~~d

fly-blow in the setting sun" .

In

line 110 Popc speaks of Simo r::: mate : "ITo ass so meek, no
ass so obstinate" .

He cor.lpares beauties to tyrants in

that grown old they "hate repose and. dreae to be alone" ,
and to hage in that , as these "hold sabbathc less for joy
than spite , so they their merry , miserable night" .
fair sex" , he sajTc, pursues pleasure , as children
still out of reach, yet never out of view" .

"·The
~o

bird.s,

In another

place he says mrul can enjoy strength in this one thing,
"as fi to give vigour just when

the~T

d.estroy" .

One of the

finest strokes in all his satires is this couplet:
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"Court virtues be:::r , li]:e gems , the hiGhest rate
Born where heaven ' s influe:i.1ce scarce call penetrate Tf •
These cOL1parisons show a great deal more restraint
on the author ' s part than those before mentioned .
are in consequence more appropriate .

~hey

It is a stroke of

wit to mark the resemblance between 'Vlomen and chameleons ,
between beauties and tyrants and hags , between the pleasures of the fair sex and the birds of children, between
court virtues

a~d

gems .

ally hides an arrow .

Furthermore the comparison usu-

Beauties might like to be thought

of as tyrants : it flatters them ; but they feel the sting
'Vlhen they are told wherein the resemblance lies .

Court

people would no doubt be highly flattered to hear their
virtues liKened to gems, but their pleasure would quickly
cease when told the

resembl~~ce

consists in their both

being so far removed from beaven ' s influence .
nize this
Sporus .

ap9ror~iateness

even in some

0

Te recog-

the lines on

Pope calls him a "well- bred spaniel, who civi;I.Iy

delights, but who dares not bi"':;o in mumbling of t:e g

Thuc he compliments

Herve~;-

e •'

on 11is good breed i11g and man-

ners , but mru:es the basis of these very

m~~lcrc

a certain
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hermlessness which Hervey would have been loath to acknovrledBe .

Again Pope · suggects his ignonmce snd super-

ficiali ty by comparing his "eternal smiles" t in i7hich

110

doubt Hervey gloried t to JG he "shallow streams that run
dimpling all the wayn e The difference is easily seen be tween this methoct and that of belittling. the critics: the
latter is more fanciful, the former more pOinted, wounding while it flatters; they give like all of Pope's best
stroJ~es

more than one barga-ins for .
We ought to mention here cuch pi.lrases as "men

and dogs If ( "lillet men anc1 dogs shall drink him till they
burst") , "'IToman and fool"

t lI\'"oman

a...'>ld fool are tuo hard

things to hit n , and "Woman and fool must

li~e

him or he

dies") , "husbands und lap- dogs" ("ihen husbands or when
lap- dogs breathe their last") .

These are by no means

strict comparisons , but the coupling of "men" and "dogs Tf
etc . together hnlf implies a similarity between the]"" .
Comparisons are less frequent in Horace , and are
never of tne pointed character .

They are more like a

literary flourish, serving the same purpose as they do in
epic and in poet

in

eneral : they give color rather
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than pOint .

.An example will serve to illustrate the char-

acter of most bf them:

n..

jest Ilmy often wisely blend with truth.

As l:indly teachers tempt an idle child
With sugar

pl~~S

to learn his accidence . "

Such comparisons are illuminating: Pope's are explosive
as well as illuninating .
When we come to exami.n'e P.ope' s style more closely.
we find that he has almost-every form of wiy : paradoxes.
brief , pithy sayings , antithetical and_ balanced statements, nent and ingenious turns of expression, involving
quick transitions of thought .

In fact . there has rarely

been a style so bristling with bright

~pear - points

as

his* , just as there has never been an age to compare as
a whole with his in this same respect .

The two qualities

most prized in his period were brevity and antithesis .

.

Pope himself informs us that he wroto the "Essay on Han"

*

Dr . J . Pike suggests the Latin Elegiac distich as the

model for Pope ' s epigrammatic couplet .

•
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in verse, because he could be much briefer in verse than
in prose . *

'7e may add in passing that such a style has

its disadvantages as well as its advantages .

In the first

place orevity need not necessarily me n conciseness, and
the brilliant effect of the whole may l ead us to overvalue it .

Too often , even in Pope, it conveys a one-sided

truth, a half- truth , a single phase of truth, a deficiency which is partly concealed by its brilliancy .

Its aim

is point and not depth - at least it seemed to be so .ith
Pope - and its val e lieo chiefly in
Almost the simplest form of
hich we find in great
is the "annullin rider

bundance
r,

diculous .
easily

SITift urites he
to

ite Ii

POT) •

it in Pope, a form

Iso in other writer

ith the purpo e of

it or makin

it appear

It is the form moot es il

e~lained ,

suggestiveness .

a otallement tac ed on to

apparantly cerious remark
ectly contradictin

~ts

hile fro

ould ha e

it

e c

iven

d

"'0

e

it or dir-

ab~urd

or ri-

tected an
trace so e ele ent

to b

ble
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which seem to run through all of Pope's forms of wit .
When he says of lTbarton "he wants nothin8 but an honest
heart" , or of Chloe that she is all that is commendc,ble
except that "she lacks a heart",
to what he means .

VIe

are not in doubt as

It has almost the effect of the mag-

ician ' s wand: now it is and now it isn't; only there are
a great many more ideas suggested to our minds which :cake
for the comic effect.

There is first the pretence of

being cerious , while everything is done in playful mockery .

There is then the

prete~ce

of compliments and friend-

ly overtures, while beneath is the. intent to wound.
There is also the satiric implication involved in the inversion of values: the thing mos·t important is considered
the incidental thing .

The rider often takes the form of

a qualifying phrg,se, a word of explanation, and becomes
perhaps a little more absurd and extravagant .

"Flavia's

a wit", says Pope, and then adds, "she has too much sense
to pray" .

Such an eXl11anation in i tsal£' is absurd t if

the two statements are considered in their logica.l relation, but if considc~ed as two distinct statements it
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gives us Flaviafs chif characteristics in a nut-shell .
The contrast and rapid transition involved in
these riders easily lead to the paradox.

Compare these

lines on Vlharton ("On the Characters of Hen" : 198-203) :

"A. constant bounty, which

110

friend has made,

.An angel to::1G1.1..e, which no man ca..'Vl persuade

A tyrant ot the wife his heart approves,
A rebel to the very king he loves . "
and this couplet on Sporus:
"Beauty that snocl::s you, parts that none will trust,
.7i t that can creep. and pride that licks the dust . "
These are modifications of tl!e rider involving on the surface such c contradiction of ter s cs to seem almost sheer
nonsense: bounty which makes no friencl is no bounty a.t
all or some very peculiar sort .

Generally speaking, Po e

always considored human nature thus contradictory , but
we need not be driven to this explanation .

It was a con-

stant habit with him to heighten the contrast and sharpen the antithesis .

He sometimes lavishes mock praise in
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profusion in order to make the annihilation in the end so
much more spectacular .
honest heart" . )

( Cf. "He laclrs nothing - but an

Or he opposes a man ' s

Oivn

himself with the facts as others see them .

estimate of
Thus in his

own estimation Wharton is - or wants to be - a tyrant ,
likes to pose as a rebel , to simulate a constant bounty,
an angel tongue and Sporus walks the incarnation of pride ,
wit and beauty .

The paradox consists in the ironic com-

ment of the facts upon these pretentions .

The ingenious

ffi1d pithy phrasings only heighten still more the contrast .
An inversion of this kind, equally funny, but which strikes

the other way , is this line :
"A fool with more of wit than half mankind" .
The paradox becomes grimly ironic , when Pope re presents his characters as becoming through z'eol the very
thing they wish to shun , or as failing through zeal to
attain the object for which they are laboring .

wnen he

tells of 'Wharton running the gamut of human follies, he
explains "Twas all for fear the knaves should call him
fool" •

He says again of /harton "He ' s most contemptible

to shun contempt ", and of Addison

If

He rs so obliging that
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he ne'er obliged" .
common thought" .

Plavia has"too much thinking to have
There is something almost grotesque

and at the same time grim and sardonic in these pictures;
they remind one of a dog pursuing in wild fury his ovm
tail .

Other examples may be mentioned ;
"You purchase pain with all that joy can give
And die of nothing but a rage to live . "

"You lose it in the moment you detect . "

"uust then at once (the character to save)
The plain rough hero turn a crafty knave . "

"In youth the~l conquer with so Vlild a rage
As leaves them scarce a subject in their age . "

" Just writes to make his barreness appear . "
There is hardly anything so pathetic and at the
same tirre so ridiculous as a man who struggles and fights
ae-ainst fate , but is nevertheless without being aware of
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it drawn into its meshes .

His fate i8 a mocking comment

upon his endeavors. which are often uell- meant .

Atossa

"shines in exposing knaves and painting fools" , but Pope
re resento her as being Irwhate'er she hates and ridicules" .
The dramatic scenes at the close of the "Essa~ on the
Characters of len lr give the same effect .

Tragic or dram-

atic irony partakes both of the pathetic and of the ludicrous .

A remark Po~e made on the very day of hi~ death

illustretes this very well .
that his pulse

His phyoician had observed

as good and took notice of other favorable

circumstances. to which Pope responded , "Here I am ding
of a hundred good symptoms" .
The most effective. that is, t e most pOinted , of
Pope's paradoxes are such as these :
"Of end her. and she kIlo s not to forgive.
Oblige her and she'll hate you hile
"Virtue she finds too painful an ende
Content to d ell in decencies
'Sooe

~en

re

0

en . and to all

ou live' .
or.

orever . "
e kno
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Others so very close, theylre hid from none."
The contrast here is between traits of character rather
than between circumstances, over which we have no command.
The effect is comic, because by a mechanical device we
are led to the same result by two directly opposite roads.
Thereis a pretence at differntiating and distinguishing,
while the result is a welding together and reenforcing.
7e shall observe later the effect of this in popels characterization.
But Pope has a less venomous stroke, which he uses
whenever he pretends to be looking dawn froe above, that
is, whenever he assumes an air of superiority.

It is in-

teresting to note, that whenever he does so he is
ly cynical.

He speaks of

eneral-

arcissa in mock-complimentary

tones: lfShe's even been proved to grant a loverls prayer,
and. paid a tradesman once to oake him stare, and made a
uidow happy for a whin."

The implication is that these

virtues were exceptional with 1: arcissa, and. are rather
T

meant to arouse our surprise than our admiration and respect.

Or perhaps the comedy lies in his tryin

to e -

lain - us though the practice of virtue needed justifa~
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cation - on what trivial grounds a whimsical
condescend to virtue .

wo~an

could

Pope very often in mockery ascribes

to very important things very trivial and absurd reesons ,
to weighty results mean and selfish motives rather than ,
as is the custom uith most people , t o explain important
results by grand Dotives and great actions as having been
premeditated etc .

Satire is essentially a prosaic expos-

ition of life and consequently does not concern itself
wi th the snbli "'le and ideal, which always exalts the hero
cnd vilifies his antagonist .

Pope even hints that it is

difficult at times to distinguish absolutely between what
is vice and what is virtue , between good and bad motives .
The plain rough hero t who turned a crafty

l.~ave,

had oere-

ly chang-ed his mind, "perhe.ps was sick . in love , or had
not dined" .

fe

puzzle at Caesar ' s retreat from Britain;

Pope has it from Caesar rhe was beat" or trmerely
In the above discussion another quality
style will have been
of phr.ases .
e can,

~or

~his,

observe~ ,

dru..~'I .

0 .

Pope rs

namely, a neat balancing

however , is not ir..herently satirical .

example , quote longer passaees from the Pro -

logue (cf . the lines on his father an

mother) , which
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are as conspicuous as any for their neat balancing of
phrases, bu.t which aloe altogether devoid of
import .

a:ny

satirical

But as so often happens , e. quality , even though

it is not primarily satirical , if it partakes at all of
the nature of wit , serves to reenforce the catirical pOint .
e have already observed Pope r s great
use of adjectives .

predilecti~n

for the

In such instances a balancing may

mrure the satire one degree more efective , as in the lines ,
rr

paint d mistress or a purlin

poetess , a rhY1!)ing peerll , "

stream" , itA maudlin

virgin tragaa.y, or en orphcn

muse" , and "A tee ing mistress but a barren bride" .

It

is to be observed that whenever the balancing becomes
satirical , a contrast is involved, and, indeed , constrest
seems to be involved more or less in all the satiric 1
thTustS

e have considered .

C01D]?are f ··'ther these l ' ne ... :

"Atossa, c 'sed lith every granted pr

er ,

Childless , with all her children. 17ants an heir . "
and thic couplet on

oman:

"As hags hold Sabbaths , less for joy than spite,
So these their merr , miserable night . "
and these lines on Calypso :
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flAled

it out virtue ,

ithout beauty charmed,

Less

it than mimic ,

ore e , · t than u ' se ,

"las just not ugly , and was 'ust not m d . "
,Contrast and anti t119Sis seem constantly involve
method. and it is very evidcnt . tr~t ,
ren or this contrast in the

e est

in pope f s

heree er he can

ords , he is t e

ost

ef ective .
It may be

ro~

ell to consider brie ly

another

angle some of the implications in olved in the above disc osion , or, in other

ords, to see exactly ho

these mechanical me

s and devices

effect .

ust bear in

Satire ,

e

te , implying a definite

rrives at his satiric
is a

in

dard .

1tho

virtue,

ich is the case frequently

ace . its

ain business is to ch

0

doin

Dr den
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Of t e t
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e under the

00
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0

pret nc

o
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oreo

tirioal
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his soo
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e
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i
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slap on the back is deceiving, it is not friendly and in
the way of commendation, as it might at first seem .

11

through Pope , praise is bestowed in a variety of ways,
but always in such a manner as to lea.ve no doubt in our
minds that it is not to be tween for

it seems .

~hat

he

use of capitals, descriptive adjec ives and of epithets
e

all impl y praise

wed in mockery .

e are certainly

.utLt the author means

hen he calls

l~+

in no doubt as to

ddison a "furious foe" .

Qualified praise, as

already hinted, is exceedingly frequent

e have

ith Pope, (cf .

"Pride that licks the dust", "Beauty that shooks
etc . ) .

It is almost more effective than out

ou"

d out de-

nunciation, because it 's teasing, the victim does not
feel sure

hether the praise or the

inoidental.

Such half-praise, or indiscrimin te praise
e

ect in some of his pass

es, is pec

ich is the

iar to Pope, but

still more peculiar to him is the dexterit

d clever-

ness

the denun-

hich enables him to pack the pr ise an

ciation in so small
laurel

eath

co p ss .

His praise is like

ant d on the condition that the recipient

do not pry into its v lue,

-51crown of thorns on the violation of the condition.

Pope,

like the mediaeval magician, counted on the violation.
1~y

variations of this simple method are to be

observed in Pope.
,

The author overpraises at times, thus

elevating his characters, in order that their fall may be
the greater; cf. the lines. on Wharton "And wanting nothing - but an honest heart" etc.

We shall see how Pope in

his characterization arranges the traits of his victims
in such a way as to neutralize the whole.

He sometimes

praises on a score, on whioh one is not worthy of praise
(cf . his lines on the scarcity of virtue in high life),
or on a score, which is not the one, on which the victims
would like to be praised (cf. lines on Sporus, and the
"insects in amber") .

In the character of Narcissa he

praises the practice of virtue which is prompted by bad,
inferior or trivial motives (cf . "she paid a tradesman
once to make him sta.re" etc . ) .

We have seen ho\? he likes

to ascribe to grand, important events trivial, absurd motives or explana.tions (cf. the line

o~

Caesar's retreat

from Britain) ., to refer events of an opposite character to
the Sllrne underlying motive (cf. "If fortune or a mistress
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frovms. some plung-e in business .. or sha.ve their crowns"
etc.) .

We have seen how in the characters of Atossa.

Wharton and Addison he approves their motives while he
exposes the'ir actions as mocking comments on them (cf.
these lines: "shines in exposing knaves and painting fools,
yet is whate ' er she hates and ridicules"; Wharton for
fear the lrnaves should call him fool, becomes a fool in
every field, and is "most contemptible to shun contempt") .

In

treating of his critics Pope sometimes bestows mock

praise (as is ' the case all through the "Dunciad") and
sometimes merely s uggests their insignificru1ce , harmless-

.

' ness, which we have seen is the effect of his comparisons •
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III.
This brings us directly to a consideration of
Pope's method of characterization.

We have already ob-

served that he is more personal than general, differing in
this respect from Horace.

~~ereever

he has to do with

the conventional material - and as a satirist he must at
times - he is far from showing his best strokes.

Out-

side the fact that -Pope's genius lay in personal satire,
there are adequate reasons for this.

General satire had

in the time of Pope become almost conventional.

The mi-

ser and spendthrift were alreaQy ridiculous characters,
their very names were sufficient to raise a

lau~h.

It

would be difficult for anyone to try to make a miser
~ore

ridiculous than most people already conceive him to

be.

And besides, the more ridiculous such characters could

be made the easier it would be for the public to see
differences between them and themselves.

~ast

In other words

the ridicule of the professional miser, spendthrift, fool
etc. renders the rest of society secure: and the effectiveness of the satire increases the securit:.
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But Popels method was' not primarily to satirize
the miser , the glutton etc. as a type; he pOints out examples from the individuals of the age.

When he satir-

izes the miser he does so in the character of Cha.rtres,
Ward, Shylock or some other such character.

"General

sutire in times of general vice and corruption", Pope
says in one place, "has no force; it is neither chastisement nor punishment."

His purpose is to reform the people

by acting on their sense of shame and their fear of ridicule.

And so he professes, at least with some ijustice,

to attack all persons alike, who expose themselves by
their conduct to such treatment, whether they be churchmen or nobles, kings or peasants.

And this was not only

in order to give them all an equal chance, but that his
satire might become effective.

To attack vices might be

amusing and entertaining to the public, but they would
be no more affected than spectators are by a bull-fight.
Vices have no feeling, and people are less inclined to
become sensible by persuasion than by compulsion.
Satire likes to portray the fluctuating character, whose identity changes with every wind.

This per-
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son seems to be the nor. al type in satirical ~itings .
Cf . this sketch in the ,essay liOn tle Characters of

en"

(71-76) :

" See the seman in vigour , in the gout ;
Alone , in company , in place or out;
Early at business , and at hazard late;
i~e

'ad at a fox- chase ,

at a debate;

Drunk at a borough , civil at a ball ;
Friendly at Hackney , faith ess at

itehall . '

or these l ines on TIharton (sarne essay . 184- 189) :
"Though anderin

cenates hung on all he

The club must hail

i

mast

0

spo~e ,

the ·oke .

Shall parts so various a m at no thin ne •.
He ' ll ~ ine a Tully and

ilmot too;

t and his God ~dores

Then turn r pent

ith the sarne spirit that he dri ~s
_ou bompare t e picture of

est approach in Horace to Pope ' s
satire of the first boo

0

hich i

i eli

etho . in t

Horace :

d

nesrthird
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flEccentric always; swiftly now he ran
As for his life, now paced like Juno's priest
In solemn state.

One day he had ten slaves,

The next two hundre6.; grandly no\'7 he talked
Of kings and tetrarchs , then . of simple fare.
A shell of salt , a cloclt however coarse
That might suffice to fend him from .the cold .
Yet if you gave a million to this man
Of simple wants and habits , in five days
His chest were empty .

He outwatch'd the stars

At night ruld snored all day: never was man
So inconsistent . n *

*

Compare further these lines of Juvencl's third satire

(Dryden ' s translation) on foreign coxcombs in Rome:
e

"Poor refugeR at first, they purchase here ,
And soon as deni zened, they domineer;
Grow to the great , a flattering , servile rout,
Work themselves inward and their patrons out.
Quick- witted , bra.zen-fa.ced , with flllr:mt tongues
Patient of labors,

~~d

dissembling wrongs .
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The implication in s1>:etches of this kind, which
seem to be the favorite picture with satirists, is that

Riddle me this end guess him if you can,
Who bears a nation in a single man?
A cook , a conjurer " a rhetoricia.:.l,
A painter, pedant , a geometriCian,
A dancer on the ropes and a physician;
All things the hungry GreeK exactly Imows,
And bid him go to hell - to hell he goes . 1t
Cf . also Johnson's lines on the same class of people in

his "London", vlhich is in fact an adaption of Juvena.l r s
third satire:
"Well may they venture on the mimic.' s art,
lTI10 play from morn till night a borrow'd pnrt;

Prectis'd their master's notions to embrace,
Repeat his maxims, and reflect his face;
in th every uild absurdity 'comply,

And view each object with another's eye;
To shl:11::e with lauGhter ere the jest they hear;
To pour at will the counterfeited tear.lI
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the persoll, who is so easi137 hal:: a hul1tlre6. things in turn.
is in reality not much of anything.

A jack-of-ull-trades

has nothi:r:g basic in him - elce he would not be a jack":"
of-ull-trades .

He is like en air-castle, as insubstantial

as transient .
Pope modifies this method in his portraits of
Atossa , Chloe , Addison and others.

The effect in these

we cannot help feeling is more penetrating .

The conven-

tional satirical picture is couched more or less in formulas , that have lost whatever subtlety of distinction
they may originally have possessed .

The result is that

the large aspects of character, which are also more obvious, rather than the infinite cOr.lplexity of character,
constitute the matter exposed in conventional satire .
At the time of Horace satire was not yet conventional,
but it is hardly to be supposed that satire could

ru~

more than othel' forr.ls of literature escape the stereotyping process .

Pope broke loose· from the circle by con-

cerning himself with living characters who were anything
but types .

This extended his field beyond the larcer as-

pects of character; it opened up to hir.l the conflicting
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emotions and passions that surge within the individual .
We ha\re a.lready observed that contrast and antithesis
is inherent in Popers satirical method , and we might
ergect to find it in his characterizatjon .

He analtses

the person r s character into its most obvious elements ,
which for the sake of greater contrast he suggests by
means of concrete terms .

The order and arrangement of

these traits is again based on contrast and antithesis :
one commendable trait is contrasted with one that is depreciatory etc .

Compare these lines on Chloe :

"She speaks , behaves , and acts , just as she ought
But never , never reached one generous thought .

- - -- - - - - - - - -

--

- - -

Of all her dears she never slandered one
Bllt cares not if a thousand are undone . "
or this couplet on Atossa :
"Shines in expos i ng knaves and painting fools,
Yet is whate rer she hates end ridicul es . "
or the lines on Addison :
"Willing to wound , and yet afraid to strike ,
Just hint a faul t , and hesitate disli-e ,

*

For this very reason , p.erhaps , Pope lacked that ideal

knowledge of human nature , wlich makes Horace so genial
and delightful .

L. Stephen rs remark , ~oted on pa e 26 ,

seems essentially true .
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Alike reserved to blame. or to commend.
A timorous foe and a suspicious fri:e.nd . "
Sometimes the order ,is merely such as to balaTlce one extreme against another, as in this passage:
"A youth of frolic. an old age of cards.
Fair to no purpose, artful to no end.
Young without lovers. old without ~ friend;
A fop their passion. but their pride a sot.
Alive ridiculous . and dead forgot ."
or this line:
"Too rash for thought. for action too refined ."
This arrangement. which seems to be constant in
Pope , produces the effect of annihilation or neutralization .

Pope was given to overpraice, not only for the sake

of mockery . but also for the sake of contrast; by qualifying his praise he made it worth nothing .
was oue of shuffling values.

His method

Or to express it in another

way , he sought to represent the characters with all that

wh~ch they pride themselves on possessing. and then to
mrure them seem as though they were nothing .

He explodes

his characters, with much the same effect as when one ex-
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plodes a soap-bubble with the prick of a pin . *
Satire's chief aim is to render ridiculous , to
mak e a person feel himself ridiculous, OT to see another
in that light .

A man, who has a sensitive no.ture , and

"a

rather high opinion of himself , is never so easily wounded as when told he is both wise and foolish.

The faot is ,

half praise , or qualified praise is often as effective as
complete denunciation , such as invective employs , because
everyone feels sure in the latter case that the truth
about his character has not been fully grasped or else it
has been woefully distorted . **
is often not effective .

*

The result is , such satire

Neither Pope nor Horace , we have

There are without any doubt dicadvantages in this me-

thod .

He could not always give the whole character , since

only those traits which are suitable for purposes of contrast would be selected ; the desire to contrast the extremes might lead him to omit qualities that lay between .
**

See G.K. Chesterton , Pope and the Art of Satire .
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seen, uses invective, but there is still some difference
between the two on the point of effectiveness.

Horace 's

satires are general and abstract; the examples he introduces are extremes in vice and notoriety, who have come to
be regarded as typical characters.

All that is said about

them is against them: they are bad characters in every respect.

Now, no one will go about maki~g comparisons be-

tween himself and such a character.

People are amused at,

but do not identify the~selves with, typical characters.
In Pope, however, the strokes come singly; the sting lurks
amid other matter, and one cannot help but feel that it
may be in some way applicable to him .

He laughs too, but

for a very different reason; he wants to show others a
clear conscience .
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IV .
It may be interesting in this connection to conjecture, if possible , the literary genesis of Pope's character sketches .

Uany of them were to begin with only is-

olated portraits, which Pope later changed and inserted into larger works , as the plans for these suggested themselves
to him .

The characters of Rufa and Sappho ("On the Char-

acters of Women") appear , for example, in the single character of Artemesia* published in the Miscellany of 1727 .
Similarly the characters of Narcissa and Calypso (in the
same essay)' are drawn from t he single chE.racter of Sylvia* .
in the sarne Miscellany .

The portraits of Atossa (ibid .

115-150) , Philomede (ibid . 68-86) and Chloe (ibid . 157180) were not part of the essay as it appeared in 1735 .

*

Courthone , Pope , vol . lIT , p . 97 , note 3; vol . IV ,

p. 4 5.

.*

Ibid ., vol . III , p . 98 , n . 5 ; p . 99 , n . 2; vol . IV,

p . 469 .

It may be added that in the Hiscella.ny of 1727

Umbra , facer and Sylvia are called "characters" .
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The first two of these were certainly written before
wh~le

1733,
tain .*

the date of the composition of Chloe is uncer-

But before these portraits were incorporated in-

to the edition of Warburton in 1751 *. that is to say
after the death of Pope, Chloe had been published separately in the octavo edition of 1738***, and Atossa had
appeared in folio sheet in 1748:;'***.

In the Miscellany

of 1727 again there were two portraits, "Umbra" and "Uacerrr, which were called characters; Sylvia too was included among them.

All these belone with Pope's portraits

of Atossa and Atticus both as regards form and general
spirit. - The satire on Atticus was probably

~ritten

during Addison's lifetime, perhaps even as early as 1715
(it had been made known to Atterbury before 1720), and

*
**

Courthope, Pope, vol. III, Introd. to Essay II , p. 93.

** '
****

Courthope, Pope, vol. III, p. 76.
Ibid., vol. III, p. 107, n. 1.
Ibid., vol. III, p. 77.
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was published in 1723, and twice in 1727 before it appeared in the Prologue where it now stands (151-174) . *
Concerning the satire on Bufo (Prologue: 23l- 248) C01~t 
hope remarks , uThe character of Bufo was very likely
written in the first place separately , like those of Atticus , Macer and Umbra, and was grafted on to the Epistle
without due regard to the context" . **

And again , "It is

possible that the character of Bufo was written at some
period previous to the appearance of the Verses to the
Imitator of Horace, (that is , before March 1733 (The
Prologue was published in answer to the "Verses to the
Imitator of Horace") ) ; it belongs to the same clas s as
the portraits of Umbra, Macer and Atticus , and may like
the two former have been originally one of several satirical portraits painted in accordance with Atterbury ' s
recommendation . ***

*

- Again Pope wrote a character on the

For a full discussion see Cour1Jhope r s Pope , Vol . III ,

pp . 231- 36 , and Appendix IV .

* Courthope , Pope , vol .
*** Ibid ., vol . III , p .

III , p . 259 .
236 .

- Atterbury rs recommend-

ation is contained in a letter to Pope of Fe . 26

1721,

after he had read his Atticus, "Since you no't7 therefore
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Duke of

~furlborough

of forty lines, which was to have

formed a part of the first Epistle in the quarto edition
of 1735, but which he for some reason suppressed.*
"Thether Pope a.cted on AtterburyT s recommendation is hard
to say.

Certainly the Hiscellany of 1727, some years

after he had had this hint, contained many short poems,
that are not al together

unli~,::e

the more sharply defined

characters.*
This is perhaps sufficiant to show hou greatly

Pope was given to writing sketches at ' odd times to be

~ow

where your real strength lies, I hope you will not

suffer that talen to lie unemployed" (Courthope, Pope,
vol. III, p. 232).

*

Courthope, Pope, vol. III, p. 87 and Appendix II.
Compare such poems as "Celia", "On pertain Ladies",

"On a Certain Lady at Court", (which has some resemblance
to the Chloe of the second Essay), "On the Countess of
Burlington Cutting Paper", "Bishop Hough", "On Lirs. Tofts",
"phi-yne lT (which is in the same spirit as
sides the briefer

~pigrams

rtemesia); be-

and Inscriptions.
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used later if occasion presented itself .

And it is not

altogether improbable that these earlier , detatched portraiis are , as regards literary genesis , to be referred
back to an eal'lier form the Character , vrhich was much in
vogue in the century pre ceding Pope and even in Pope ' s
own age .

The "Characters" of Overbury (1614) are des-

cri~eJ in the title page of the edition as "witty descriptions of the properties of sundry persons" . *
bury even tried to define a "character" .

Later Over-

"C:b..aracter is al-

so taken for an Aeg~~tion hieroglyphicke , for an imprese ,
or short emblem; in little comprehending much, --- it is
a. picture (reall or personall) quaintly drawne, in var-

ions

COlO1U~S ,

all of them heigthened by one shado'\"'ting" . **

Such a definition might apply with equal force to the
above portraits of Pope .

It is interesJliing to note also

that Joseph Hall wrote "Characters of Virtues and Yiccs"
(1698) as well as the regular formal , verse satire ; so

*

Overbury : 1.5scellaneous Works , ed . by Ed\"! . P. Rirnbaul t

p . 47 .

Ibid ., p . 168 - 9 .

t
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also Butler, whose Characters were published posthumously.

Butler likewise wrote a kind of "poetical Thesaurus Tr ,

containing little sl>::etches, in reference to which Thyer
in his edition of l7!?9 says, "whether he intended ever
to publish any of them , as separate, distinct Thoughts,
or to interweave them into some future com)ositions , a
thing very usual with him , cannot be ascertained." .
This, we have seen uas also very frequently the practice
01' Pope .

This form of literature was, furthermore, much
in vogue during the age directly

~receding

Pope .

Thyer

in the preface to his edition of Butler's Genuine Remains
says, "The uri ting of Characters was a kind of

\Vi

t much

in fashion in the beginning of the last century ."

That

they were very popular is shovm by the fact that fourteen
editions of Overbury's Characte!'s appeared in eighteen
years. and six of John Earl' s
years .

l~icro-cosmographie

It was a form of literature that might easily be

indulged in by almost any one at spare moments.

*

in five

It

Butler: Genuine Remains, ed . by R. Thyer (1759), p. 228 .

-79formed a kind of note-book into which ideac were entered
as theJ.T came to mind.

Persons like Butler and Pope, who

reserved them in order to weave them into larger works
of greater artistic form, must be allowed a higher degree
of artistic sense than those who published their notations
in the rough .

Without their present form much in Pope

and Butler would now perhaps be lost to us.

Besides,

the Vlri ting of Characters was much /?Jrin to the Vlri ting of
Epigrams and Inscriptions .

In great poets these were

mere by-products; but many more indulged in them.
desired to be commemorated in epigrams .*

*

All

And all these

The Duchess of Buckingham requested Pope to write a

Character of her husband.

Instead Pope wrote one on the

Duchess herself, in which we can detect nothing but the
highest kind of praise, even eulogizing her death, until
we read in a footnote that Pope wrote the Character
fore the death

V, pp . 441-4).

0

f the Duc hes s •

be~

( Court hope , Pope, Vo 1 .

Cf . also the rntrod. to John Earle's

Hicro-Cosmographie, "Generally throughout the seventeenth
cemtury there was a strong passion for analysis of
character.

]fen delighted in introspection .

hQ~an

Essays and
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forms were close to one another in one essential: they
were witty descriptions of some sort or ' another .
easy to see how they might turn to satire .

It is

Just as tIle

epigram and inscription may have developed into the character, so the Character may have had some influence

on

the development of the verse satire of Pope and Dryden .
It is , however , to be remarked that the earlier
Characters were far more general than personal , more abstract than concrete .

Alden defines them as "satirical

essays descriptive of human types lf *, whereas Pope ' s we

Characters took the place of the Romances of the former
century • • • • • Essays deal with the permanent , internal , essential constituents ; Characters with the passing ,
external , accidental aspects of men ."

(Earle's micro -

Cosmographie in English Reprints , ed . by Ed . Arber , 1869 . )

*

Courthope , Pope , Vol . III , p . 100 .
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have made out to be largely personal.

But the characters

1ere based on observations, as we learn from Overbury's
attempted definition and the preface to ThYDr's edition
of Butler .

Butler. too . was personal to a certain ex-

tent even in his Characters, and certainly he dealt with
contemporary matters in his Hudibras.

ilil the other hand

Courthope holds Pope's statement prefaced to the essay
nOn the Characters of

omen n to be literally true, iri

view of the fact that the three portraits of Atossa, Philomede and Chloe were not part of the essay as it originally appeared.

Courthope says, "There is no reason to

suppose that either Sylvia, Calypso or Narcissa were
meant for exact portraits ; the traits and incidents of
reality probably formed the basis of the poetical cre-'-° 0 n . n*
a\.ll

And again, "The pictures of Vlomen it contains

are evidently studied after the manner of the Aurelias
and Leona of the Spectator. that is to say. partly from
books.

There is a sufficient element of fact in them to

produce verisimilitude; many touches and traits are bor-

*

Courthope, pope. Vol . III. p . 93 .
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rowed from real life, but the general treatment is ideal . "
In other words , the examples that Pope gives of the "affected, the soft-natured , the cunning and artful" etc . ,
arc but types of women .

In giving them names, and in

making the satire applicable to persons Po::?e has made them
more distinct as well as a greater appeal to contemporary society .,

But we need not insist too strenuously up-

on this difference .

There 3eem.s to be sufficient war-

rant to include the personal sketches in the.sarne class
and to regard them all as a development of the earlier
Character .

The more personal natu?e of

is

eeping with the

onl~~

in

anal~ytic

Po~e r s

portraits

treatment of human

na.ture 17hich, according to Alden marks the beoinning of
tlle age of Dryden and Po)e , and which was entirely lacking in the classical satirists . *

~he chanoe from the

ty-pical ·to the individnal , which marks the seventeenth
and eighteenth centuries , was but a continuation of the
chrulge from the abstract and general to the typical rhich
marked the centuries immedia.tely

*

receding .

Alden , Rise of Formal Satire ill England ll.."1der Classic-

al Influence , p . 245 . - Schelling in his

ch~pter

on Eliza-

bethan Satire in his "History of Elizabet en Literature'
states that the

earlies~

sketches of Theophrastus .

Characters we_e modelled on some
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v.
We have now to oonsider somewhat Pope's literary
prooedure 'at large', as distinot from the stylistio
there
trioks we have oonsidered aoove. First~s the manner in
which he treats his oritics.
there is here an
Horace.

Horace'~

interest~ng

We have already hinted that
parallel between Pope and

defence, however, differs in tone and

method from that of Pope.

The Roman satirist contends

that his predecessors had been granted freedom in the use
of satire (Bk. I, satire 4), that one is certainly entitled to speak his own mind frankly (Bk. I, satire 4) •
that his satire is no more malignant than the "ordinary
distractions of societyll, that artistically the style and
a
manner suit the Simple m~ter, that those who most deserve
censure are the very ones who object to its use most
strenuously; *

he justifies his attack on individuals by

the example of Lucilius (Bk. I, satire 4), and claims he

*

Cf. Pope's couplet in the Prologue:
"A lash like mine no honest man shall dread,
But all such babbling blockheads in his stead."

is more oritioal in his style than Luoilius, writing rather
for the few than for the many; he answers the sneers made
at his birth, and explains his relation to his patron as
one of mutual esteem rather than servile dependenoe (Bk. I,
satire 6).

In other words, IlThe tone of Horace is modest

and apologetio; he shelters himself behind the example of
Luoilius; he hints pretty plainly to his critios that if
they attaok him they will find that he has powerful

friend~Il.*

His method is direot argument and reson rather than ridicule.

Pope, on the oontrary, is throughout vehement
and aggressive.

He does not fall baok on his predeoessors

to justify himself; instead he impudently suggests that he
is in faot better qualified than they are to use plain
speeoh, beoause of his independenoe.
true.

This is in a measure

Even though he was often personal and bitter, and

even though he fell short of the professions .he was constantly making, he always discerned the moral standard
the age to be deserving of rebuke.
* Courthope, Pope, vol. V, p. 270.

of
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In all hia dealings with the critics Pope was
invariably ironic; indirection was his method.

Nowhere

does his ironic spirit show itself so clearly.

It seems

that this was his ultimate resort, whenever it was necessary for him to make a stand, or

whe~ever

he had to face

circumstances the issue of which were uncertain.

But it

was his endeavor also never to appear to take such a
stand.

He treated his critics as dunces, not, like Horace,

as men who are his equals or at least have the right to be
heard.

They were to him insignificant creatures, little

insects, harmless, but pretty and amusing.

Pope may have

feared them; else why did he think it neoessary to attack
them~

What he would have us believe is that they were

nothing but annoying flies.

Thisliroll method was very

effective: when a man refuses to be serious, he can afford
to be almost anything and still be safe; retaliation is
impossibl~.*

* For

the prodigious effects of the"Dunciad" see Courthope,

Pope, vol. V, p. 227.

liThe Dunoes were for the moment

annihilated Tl etc •••• This recalls the story told by the
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This mocking, ironic, teasing method is obvious
in the Prologue to the Satires as well as in the wholesale slaughter in the IlDunciad".

He represents the poets

and scribblers as appealing to him, submit t ing their
packets, poems and tragedies etc. for his approval.

In

words of unmistakable mockery Pope pretends to be beset
for a time by difficulties in making his judgments.

He

weighs scrupulously and carefully, and at length gives
out his disapproval reluctantly, as though with tears in
his eyes, whil. inwardly amused at their chagrin.

In one

instance he even goes so far as to approve of a tragedy,
but insinuates he is running no risk: his approval will
mean certain death to the piece, since the manager, who
is none other than Cibber, is sure to disapprove of anything that comes to him recommended

w£~

by Pope.

Again, among his other practices in dealing
with his critics, Pope seems to have

foun~

it particularly

amusing to represent them as raging, yet innocent, furiously spouting, yet harmless.

The roaring lion in the den

ancients of a man, who, having once smarted under the satirist's pen, hanged himself to antiCipate a second misfortune.
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is. laughed at as long as one feel~afe and secure.

The cri-

tic who trfumes and stamps and roars and chafes" without
effecting any wound is quite as ridiculous as the man trying to demolish a mosquito with a shot-gun.

Dennis "raves

in furious fitll, Sporus TThalf froth, half venom, spits
himself abroad", Atossa's rage is the only passion of hers
that was ever gratified, women "conquer with a wild rageTl,
and Wharton "dies of nothing but a rage to live".

Pope

expresses his meaning quite plainly when he says, "A fool
quite angry is quite innocent".*

The word "rage tl recurs

in Pope's satires more often than any other word; ITcreatures",
which is also used very frequently, carries with it the
same significance.

And all his comparisons and metaphors,

as we have seen, have somewhat the same effect.

In one

place he even insinuates that such fools become ten times
worse when they repent of their folly.

The cringing,

nibbling parasite is as mean and despicable as the growling
c.ri tic.

---

Only in one instance do we have anything of this

----------------------------

* This suggests the saying, "the bark is more dangerous
than the bite n •
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kind in Horace, and that is the satire dealing with the bore.
All of this is only a part of Pope's satirical
method which we can sum up in this famous line on Addison: "Damn with faint praise, assent with civil leern.
He realized the possibili.ty of

lI

r idiculing beyond a thou-

sand foes" by I1dedicating in high heroic prose n •

This

idea undelies the whole concept1.on of the "Dunciad lT , in
which Dullness io praised.

It is a part of the mock

heroic style, in which nThe Rape of the LocklT is written.
The more delicate satirical method of this earlier piece
consists in indiscrimlnately praiaing fault and virtue
alike.

This practice, however, was not restricted to Pope;

it was more or less common to the age in which he lived.
Courthope speaks of the "Grub Street Journal

ll ,

in which

Pope, Artbuthnot and others were concerned, as being intended
"to attack the ememies of Pope by ironically praising them
and at the same time

af ~ecting

to depreciate his own works".*

This idea later led to the "Dunciad".

', e

have only. to re-

fer to the I1Testimonies of Authors" appended to the "Dunciad' , in which he ceremoniously introduces certain well-known

* Courthope, Pope, vol. III, p. 249, note to 1. 110.
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critics with a flo'urish,* to see that his real purpose in
bringing them in at all was to kick them off the

stage.~

He is like a king who rids himself of a clown he has had
enough of.
These are largely'satiric tricks, however droll
and grotesque they may be.

But that Pope also had a.

marked turn for extravagance and fancy there is plenty of
eyidence to show.

Pope's

life was full of plans and schemes,

ceremonies and maneuvers, undertaken to puzzle the public
or to serve as a cover for himself.

He wants to make the

"DunciadT! a thing of no definite origin, . a fantastic
thing that would bewilder the reader; but within all this
there was to be a kernel which those who sought long
enough might find.
lic: they found it.

And Pope knew how to estimate his pubIn 1728 he writes to Swift, liThe

'Dunciad' is going to be printed in all pomp, with an inscription which. makes ne proudest.

*

It will be attended

Cf. such terms as these: "the most anCient of critics, Mr.

John Dennisll, l10ur hypercritical hi8torian, Mr. Oldmixon",
"the modest and simple-minded Mr. Leonard \ elstad",etc.

**

Cf. these lines in the Prologue (66-69):
"Glad of a quarrel, straight I clap the door:
Sir, let me see your works and you no more."
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with Proeme, Prolegomena, Testamonia Scriptorum, Index
Authorum, and :Notes (eio) Variorum.

As to the latter I

desire you to ' read over the text, and make a few Lnote~
in any way you like best; whether dry raillery, upon the
style of the authors of the poem, or. historical of persons, places, times; or explanations; or collectIng the
parallel passages of the ancients".*

These are the tactics

of the practical joker; Pope like Swift was fond of
throwing from his heaven a gem done up in a vast amount
of wrapping paper .

It took tv/o years of varied and ex-

tended maneuvering to bring out a "corrected" edition of
the work .

Pope had had the earlier "surreptitous" edi-

tions -which none the les 8 he undoubtedly

had some share

in bringing out - champion in turn the "owl-frontpiece"
and the "ass-frontpiece lJ, each one claiming that its particular frontpiece was'the genuine one.

This wa

capital

fun, and especially so since he could, for a time at least,
hide behind the curtain and amuse himself without being
seen . --- The "Eseay on

an" he likev.ise published anony-

mously . partly through fear, as was the case vith the
* Courthope, Pope, vol. IV, p. 13.

-91"Dunciad" , that it might not be well received, partly because it wae the common practice of the age, and partly
also perhaps because he wanted to amuse

htmself.~

He was

a little God hho liked to expose his children to all sorts
of trying circumstances, but who also was always ready to
step forward and give them his protection, whenever it became necessary.

As it happened it never became necessary

for Pope to do this: his "children" usually had the good
fortune to fall into reliable hands.

When Pope stepped

forward, it was rather to gather the praise and laurels
others wanted but did not dare to claim.

In this essay

he purposely ini'I'oduced a bad rhyme, "lane" with "name",
to prevent himself from being too quickly discovered as
its author.

He even wrote under an assumed name to Caryll

and passed judgment on his own poems.**

--- - -- --------- --_. - - - - - * Note this earlier example of the same trick.

._---Pope in an-

swer to criticism on his "Pastorals" published anQIlymously
in the tlGuardian", April 17, 1713, an article in v:hich he
instituted a direct comparison between the pastorals of Pope
and Philips, and awarded the palm of super iority to Philips,
while the reasons he gave served only to render the works
of Philips ridiculous.
** Courthope, Pope, vol. V, p. 243.
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The crjtics praised it, not knowing that it was Pope's.
One poor man fell into the trap Pope had set. He asserted
it could not poseibly be the work of Pope: he could never
have perpetrated such a bad rhyme.

Had this stroke been

founded on truth, that is, had Pope really not written the
the poem, it would have been worthy of Pope himself.
Imagine the poor man's chagrin (and Pope's amusement) on
his learning the real truth.

It was rather droll thus to

calculate the conduct of these honorable critics to such
a nicety: they always lived up to his estimation of them.
It was just such cleverness as this that won for Napoleon
his fifty battles. -

Courthope tells us that Pope at a

later period of his life bound in four

volume~

the

variou~

libels on himself which he had collected.*
Although, as we have seen, Pope had no faith in
the eIfectiveness of general satire, he

~as

equally loath

to admit that his satire sprang from personal motives.
He professed to have a moral purpose in writing satire, as
he himself e:x-presses it, he was actuated "by the strong
antipathy of good to evil".
* Courtho pe,

~ope,

However, a consideration of

vol. V, p. 217.
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the manner in which the "Duncia.d" wa

published will in-

dicate that tbese profe sions were mere blinds -probably
intended as such -for much that was grounded on personal
animOSities.

Of this great literary satire we can form

an estimate from tbe words of Courthope: "From all tbis
may infer that the animating motive of tbe satire

e

ae not

the fervent indignation of the moralist against a set of
~retches

who :ere the common enemie

sentment of personal injuries".*
"The satire is therefore
nificance

of mankind, but re-

And fur her he add

holly devoid of the moral

hich the poet claims for it.

It

1-

eprcsents

merely a quarrel bet1een authors, l1terar' genius bein
engaged on the one cido, litercr

env' on the ot er, and

unscrupulous bitterne"'s and malignit
in his

e~

1n t

cases:

10

on both f1 . "

ay on satire considers lampoons onl·

justified much of

bi~

a. l the ground on

atire), and

*

ope, vol. V, p. 217.

Ibid., vol. V, p.

2~O.

h1ch Boileau

hen tbere i

effeotive method of treatment at hand.
Courthope,

us 1fi ble

.hen the charac ere e po"'ed are recognized

as public nuisances ( hich

*

-don

Pope

a~

no oth r
harp

----

-94enough to realize that he was employing questionable

tactics,~

but he could not suppress a piece of cleverness which was
almost sure to add glory to himself and spread confusion
among those presumptuous critics.

Pope's sensitiveness had

made him remember every thrust the critics had given him,
he had treasured them as capital to be made use of later.
He could not, however, answer each singly, they were too
numerous.

Besides, it would be greater fun to undo an ar-

my than e few individuals.

But the occasion, so necessary

to justify all personal satire, was not forthcoming.
so he proceede to invent one.

And

"The point of the 'Dunciad'

lay in its personality and Pope knew that a satire of this
kind could only be justified, if it was supposed to be a
weapon of self-defence."

So he laid one of those plots,

not infrequent with him, the operations of which he oould
caloulate to a mathematical nioety.
or the Art of Sinking in Poetry".

He sent out "Bathos,
It was a general satire,

lively in legitimate literary critioism, in the midst of

*

Swift had at first dissuaded him from suoh an under-

taking.
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which he had tucked away a chapter devoted to the baldest
personalitiee, a comparison of a number of living authors.
No names were m$mtioned; capitals, blanks and asterisks
alone sufficed.

These poor authors smelled the rat, took

unto themselves what they felt they were entitled to
a man is sensitive to nothing so much as to his
ness -

o~~

like-

and rushed into print, publishing their "Popiad".

Then was the appOinted time; the laughing lion left its
den and devoured the poor, unsuspecting devils.*
Pope no doubt desired to give the effect of a
general, philosophical satirist, while at the same time
he realized that his peculiar genius lay in personal satire.
His more abstract speculations, concerning which he was
himself no doubt deoeived, were hardly anylbing but a cover
intended to give a 'finish', a varnish to the balder personalities.

The suppression of names, the substitution
i

of others, fictitous or historical, or of asterisks, the
use of capitals or blanks, of the indefinite pronoun or

-------- --* Cf. also the means he took to get his correspondence
published, all the moves and counter moves of which it
is almost imposfible to unravel.
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of the plural, were all no doubt meant to indicate the application was not always restricted to one person.

More-

over, the changmand alterations, which were frequent in
every edition, are in one instance

e~licitly

proof of the general character of the satire.
of the satire
Pope.

~as

cited as
This veiling

one of the most constant practices of

But the very means he used in order to secure this

end also served for other purposes.

For example, the al-

terations were perhaps partly occasioned by the poet's
shifting animosities, which he gratified to a ridiculous
extent.*
combining

The omissions of names etc., the practice of
several sketches into a single one, the intro-

duction of irrelevant material, were undertaken partly for
the sake of puzzling the lublic and piquing their curiosity, while at other times he aotually had fears regarding
the reoeption of his works.

Pope oould estimate his pub\

lio: they craved for personalities, particularly when they
were veiled, since then it became everyb6dy's bUSiness to
discover the application in order to save himself.

And

'" Cf. the dethronement of Theobald from the leading role
in the "Dunciad" to make way for Cibber in a later edition
of the poem.
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so Pope knew very \7ell ho

to secure hie effeot,

hile by

hese very meane he oould later claim that t e stir
no personal applioation.

It .as 81 a s Pope'e endeavor to

do a thine without appearing to be doin
e

ma~

mention here ver

primaril~

it.

briefl

traite that Pope and Horace have in co
belong

h d

soce fur her

on, althou

to a oonsideration of satire a

th y

a for ,

a literary genre, and are consequently only of seoondar
importanoe in this oonsideration.
of the satire is evident in
race'e satire

are

third e

be

dialogue form, but

~o

e of Ho-

ope

a dr sing hi

ohie

pi tIe

to va-

orne of his ept tIe 1.
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stories and fables are frequently introduced, especially
to inculcate a moral lesson, which satire, according to
Dryden, should do; cf. the story of the town and country
mice and that of Ofell us in Horace, the story of the Man
of Ross and that of Sir Balaam in Pope.

This tendency is

perhaps more marked in Pope, because he writes more from
personal observations.

Tucker speaks of the satire in the

age preceding Pope as "tending towards the dramatic, striving to fulfil the true funotion of the satire - the picturing and the criticism of contemporary life".*
Both Pope and Horace tell us about themselves
in thezr satires, and indeed, this is one of the early
traits oharacteristic of formal satire.** It is closely
allied to the apologies that Pope and Horace and others
* Tucker, Verse Satire in England, p. 225.
** Ibid., p. 15: "Classical satire is not characterized
by any fixed organism, · but is remarkable for an extent of

ideas which somewhat oompensates for this lack of definite
structure •••• It remains largely a subjective poem ••••
and it drifts na'furally into self-revelation."
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have found necessary to offer to the publio.

The "Prologutj"

and the "Epilogue" are the works in which Pope shows this
trait to the greatest extent.

It is here also that Pope

is least satiric; he can mention the names of many persons
of his eatlier acquaintance without wounding.

He speaks

of his own early life in the solitudes of the forest, and
would have us believe, with some exaggeration, that he was
dragged into the writing of satire.

He tells us of his

father, for whom he shows as muoh reverence as Horace
showed for his, and of his mother,
touching lines.

~hom

he immortalizes in

Pope was not entirely consumed with envy,

malice and jealousy, however strongly these qualities may
have raged within him.

"He was not given to desert his

friends Tl , says Courthope, Tlwhen they were unpopular, and
he was oonscious of being maligned in this respect.

He

could praise Cibber, when he thought he deserved it; he
generous in his support of Savage; he exerted

him~elf

as

in

behalf of Johnson; he wrote some of his finest lines in
praise of Lord Oxford, when he had fal]en from po er".*
: henever chastisement is administered, however, thE outcries
of those who are being punished often rise above the
voice of even a just reforn,er.

--------*

Courthope, Pope, vol. V, 227.
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VI.
In conclusion let us name the things we have
found particul'a rly distingui~hing about Pope.

There is

first his genius for personal satire, evident not only in
his litera.ry satire (ITDunciad") and in the political
satire,· which makes up

B

great part of his works, but

even more so in his sketches, such as those of Atossa,
Atticus etc.

These sketches, which we have considered

in their relation to the earlier Charaoters, Epigrams etc.,
are in effect neutralizing.

Secondly, we have seen that

a great deal of bis effect is due to his pithy, balanced,
antithetical style.

As satire primarily notes the dis-

crepancies which exist between the ideal, theoretio and
practioe, between pretence and actuality, between motives
and actions, - in fact, satire is out of plaoe where there
is no such oontrast - so Pope by mechanical devices and
tricks of style, paradox, balanoe, antithesis, contract
between concrete and abstraot etc., accentuates tbis oon-

----------- -*

---- - ------

Literary and political satire are, according to Tucker

(Verse Satire in England, p. 223), the kinds of satire
which are most given to personalities.
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trast.

Thirdly, we have noticed in Pope a large ironic

coneeption running through a great part of his works,
and taking the form of peculiar inver:::ions, in moral
judgments etc.

It is a grimmer, fiercer irony than that

we find in Horace, more like that in Swift.

The attitude

of Pope again is not the sympathetic, genial attitude of
Horace, but rather that of a

c~~ic.*

Another feature,

which is prominent all through Pope, is his attempt to
veil and hide the application of his satire.

He claims to

be general, and not personal, and seeks to support his
contention by the introduction, for example, of philosophical discussions, by making the satire applicable in
several directions, by altering, transposing, shifting,
sup pressing, disowning, evading when he is put to the
question.

The reasOn for this was, as v,'e have seen, two-

fOld: he had fears regarding the reception of his vorks,
and he really wanted to be considered a philosopher rather
than a satirist, in spite of the fact that he realized that
'" Alden (in his "Rise of Formal Satire" , p. 2:"7)

tates

that the peSSimistic tone is conventional, and not altogether sincere and independent of convention in formal satire.
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at all refleciive.*

Juvenal wa s the model of most Eng-

lish formal satirists,**and Juvenal was less reflective
and less autobiographio than either Pope or Horace.
A~gain,

as regards literary satire, the native English

product furnishes us very scant examples.

This practice

oame into vogue in Ensland at a later period, ~hen the
literary profession became more extensive, giving rise
to shams etc.

Alden states that literary aatire was the

characteristic undertaking of the formal, imitative satirists.***

We have seen furthermore that Pope and Horace

* Tucker thus defines the typical medieval satire before
the time of Wyatt: "a poem embodying political, religious
and social subject matter; in tone didactic, severe, of
little humor, of much invective, employing mainly the
method of direct attack, with little individuality and
little picturing of contemporary life; practicall formless."

(Verse Satire In England, p. 226.)

** Alden, Rise of Formal Satire in England, p. 224.
*** This refers to the ~ake-offs" on false literary taste,
pretences etc.

Cf. L. Stephen, Pope as a Moralist, Liv.

Age, vol. 119, p. 781.

Attacks on oritics, evident in both

Pope and Horace, are nowhere 's o monumentally planned as
in the "Dunoiadtt •
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-106the last is characteristic of Pope, the third is shared
(and to an even greater extent) by Swift, the second was
the literary tendency of the age, and the first was a revival and development of elements of medieval satire.

Ac-

cording to Alden, the witty treatment of contemporary events
and the analytic treatment of human nature, elements that
had their origin back in the Elizabethan period, were revived and greatly developed in the writings of Pope and
Dryden and the men of their age.

Butthese elements were

the very ones the formal classioal satirists chiefly missed.*
What these writers further did was to add the dignity, the
conciseness, the polished form, the oalmness, the reflective
and critioal temper of the Latin satirists.
Pope, then, not only made use of the conventional
satirical material, but satirized also political and public
affairs, thus reviving elements of native English satire.
He abandoned the method of inveotive, employed by the early
English satirists, and secured his effect by the ironic, or
indirect method, here following to a certain degree Horace,
although Pope's irony is of a different variety. grimmer
* Alden, Rise of Formal Satire in England, p. 245.
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and more constant.

In point of style Pope merely carried

to perfection the pithy, epigrammatic style which was the
ideal of the age.

The heroic oouplet, in the use of whioh

Pope was not, however, the earliest Wnglsh writer, may
have been suggested originally by the Latin elegiao distich.
The reflective and critical temper, which is often a mere
pretence with Pope, is nO~haraoteristio of native Eng11eh
satire, while it is of Roman satire.

What is peculiarly

Pope:sque is his practioe of veiling his satire in various
ways, and his genius for personal satire •

•

